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Trade Credit

•Example: Unilever delivers shampoo to Carrefour with payment terms of 90 days. If Carrefour 
defaults to pay on time, the credit insurer indemnifies Unilever. 
By investing in a policy, Unilever can increase its sales and profits without the additional risk.
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Credit Portfolio

•NamedExposures

•Pool of smallexposures

•Dependencies
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Credit risk – systematic risk

Default rates are higher in down turns:



ÁCounterparty defaults if its asset return falls below the default 

threshold. 

ÁThe standardized asset return is modelled as a superposition of 

systematic and firm specific component, assuming both are 

independent: 

Structural Model of Default
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Systematic risk
Firm 

specific risk
Sensitivity to 

systematic risk

ÁThe credit model is about calibrating the sensitivity to 

systematic risk.  
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Financial Market Multi factor

Risk Model

Each pool is comonotonic to itsô systematic factor. 

Credit

Risk

Model

Global systematic 
factor

(MSCI world)
Global equity index

South Africa

South Africa equity index

South Africa

Named Exposures
R2 = ?%: one factor equity 

calibration

South Africa

Pool
R2 = ?%: one factor default 

calibration

France

French equity index

French

Named Exposures
R2 = ?%: one factor equity 

calibration mCorr

French

Pool
R2 = ?%: one factor default 

calibration
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Dependence overview



•Individual firms: threshold model

•Pools: fraction of defaulted firms

•Large Homogeneous Portfolio LHP

Risk Factor
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defaultprobability



•Equity data
•Regression

•Default data (Loss ratio history)
•LHP

Methods to measure R2
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•The R2 can be derived using regressions of individual firm’s share price returns versus a systematic index return:

•Calibrate Ὑ such that it minimizes the sum of squared residuals

minimize

Regressions can be used to determine 
dependence
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Name: 

Charles Schwab Corp

Sector: Banks

Region: USA

Size: XL (Extra Large)

ὶ Ὑ‰

R2 are
typically
around20%



•20 years history available

•assuming one factor LHP 
leads to R2 = 2.3%

Example for pools
(exposure bands from reinsurance client submission)
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•The simulated default 
correlation between pools is 
high ~= 60% 

(~ correlation between French 
and South African equity 
index as defaults and equity 
are comonotonous within one 
country)

Default dependence between South African 
and French pool
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•create pool equity returns (20 years)

•create pool default rates (20 years) from above simulation using a 
known R2 of 2.3%

•measure R2 using equity method and default method using one 
factor

•repeat above 1000 times

experiment
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•negligible bias / differences

calibrate R2 using equity and default data sets 
and measure error (1000 times)
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•Modelled CDF is in line with the historical CDF.

Backtesting portfolio Credit Default 
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Many academic papers conclude that default data 
derived parameters underestimate dependence

Correlations from default data 

Study Data source Results 

Gordy (2002) S&P 1.5%-12.5% 

Cespedes (2000) Moody’s 10% 

Hamerle et al. (2003a)   max of 2.3% 

Hamerle et al. (2003b) S&P 1982-99 0.4%-6.4% 

Frey et al. (2001) UBS 2.6%, 3.8%, 9.21% 

Frey and McNeil (2003) S&P 1981-2000 3.4%-6.4% 

Dietsch and Petey (2004) Coface 1994-2001 0.12%-10.72% 

  Allgemeine Kredit 1997-2001  

Jobst and de Servigny (2004) S&P 1981-2003 Intra. 14.6%, inter. 4.7% 

Duellmann and Scheule (2003) Deutsche Bundesbank 1987-2000 0.5%-6.4% 

Jakubik (2006) Bank of Finland 1988-2003 5.70% 

Correlations from asset value data 

Study Data source Results 

Duellmann et al. (2006) KMV 10.10% 

KMV (2001) Undisclosed 9.46%-19.98% 

Fitch (2005) Equity intra. 24.09%, inter. 20.92% 

Lopez (2002) KMV Software 11.25% 

 

source: e.g.: A. Chernih, S. Vanduffeland L. HenrardΣ ά!ǎǎŜǘ /ƻǊǊŜƭŀǘƛƻƴǎΥ ! [ƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜ wŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ !ƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ 
of ǘƘŜ LƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ 5ŜǇŜƴŘŜƴǘ [ƻǎǎ DƛǾŜƴ 5ŜŦŀǳƭǘǎΣέ с November 2006. 
Available: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.73.5869&rep=rep1&type=pdf.

Onefactor models

Multifactor models

R2

R2



Multifactor vs One factor dependence

More systematic factors introduce higher R2:

and

then

A one factor model that is linked with  to other factors will lead to a 
reduced:

Industry / Country specific equity indices have  ḙυπϷto a global 
index explaining the differences measured in the paper before.
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•Default and market derived methods can be used in one model 
when used in the same context as they are calibrated

•The granularity of systematic factors is important

•Backtestsand tests creating ‘artificial data’ with known parameters 
are useful

Conclusion
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Title: Credit default correlation modelling. Historic vs. Asset return calibration

Peter Middelkamp

Swiss Re Management Ltd, Mythenquai 50/60, CH-8022 Zurich

Abstract:

In this presentation, we compare the dependence parameters for two types of credit portfolio 

models. The multi-factor credit model (eg. KMV model, CreditMetrics model) reflects industry and 

country diversification. Its dependence parameters are calibrated based on asset or equity returns 

data. The large homogeneous portfolio (LHP) model is often used for large pools of credit 

underwriting risks. It corresponds to the limiting case of a one-factor credit model. Its dependence 

parameters are calibrated based on historical default data. The parameters based default data are 

systematically lower than those based on asset or equity data. We consider a real data example 

and a simulation study to compare and to explain the differences. The results show that both 

methods can be used as long as the estimated parameter is used in the right context.


